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BERNARD G. PRUSAK

Le nire a nouveau: Rereading Bergson

Although Henri Bergson's 1900 Le rire. Essai creative artist whose every gesture redefines the
sur la signification du comique predates his avant-garde. In Le rire, this tension between
L'e'volution cre'atrice by seven years, the earlier matter and the elan vital makes its debut.
book not only anticipates, but is already organ- According to Bergson, the comic is born from
ized by the doctrine of the elan vital or "life conflict between matter and what L'e'volution

drive" that the later book would elaborate. It is cre'atrice would identify as the principle of
argued in this paper that Bergson' s metaphysics human life, namely, "intelligence."
distorts Le rire's account of laughter and the Le rire presents, then, a metaphysics of
nature of the comic. A critical reading of laughter. To be sure, the book does not expli-

this book, however, also finds in it insights citly advance the doctrine of the elan vital;

that Bergson himself apparently did not see. however, this doctrine operates in the backNotably, we stand to gain new insight into the ground.3 In light of this fact, I propose here to
meaning of the scholastic proposition, Homo est consider two questions: first, whether Bergson' s
animal risibile. metaphysics distorts his account of laughter and
Why did Bergson write Le rire?1 Toward the the comic; and second, if so, whether we can
book's beginning, he gives five reasons: to learn from his book nevertheless. I answer yes
learn about (1) laughter and (2) the nature of to both questions.
things comic, but also (3) "the social, collective,
and popular imagination," (4) art, and (5) what
he calls life or, more precisely, the character of I. INCONGRUITY, SUPERIORITY, AND THE DEMANDS
everyday life or, better yet, what Martin OF SOCIETY
Heidegger would later call "everydayness"

(R 2/L 8). In retrospect, however, we can also Let us begin again, then, with both the title

see that Le rire anticipates, even prepares the Bergson's book, Le rire. Essai sur la sign
way for, L'evolution cre'atrice, the book that tion du comique, and its opening sentences,
gave rise to "Bergsonism" as a popular move- "What does laughter mean? What is at the
ment and made Bergson so influential that in bottom of the laughable?" (R 1/L 7). From title
1914 the Holy Office, struggling with the crisis to subtitle and first question to second, there is a
of "modernism" in the Church, felt compelled subtle but significant displacement: away from
to put his writings on the Index of Prohibited laughter to the laughable or the comic. (Bergson

Books. In L'evolution cre'atrice, Bergson elabo- employs the terms "the laughable" and "the
rates the thesis that the evolution of life is best comic" interchangeably.) Given this displace-

understood not as the product of blind muta- ment, the question might be asked: What righ
tions, but as the expression of an elan vital does the book have to its title? As the anthroseeking to realize ever higher and higher forms pologist Mary Douglas remarks, Bergson in fact
of life.2 This "life-drive" is limited only by the "says very little about laughter," or, more
resistance of matter, that is, the life-drive's precisely, laughter as a bodily expression.4
work to date. This work is never finished. Little, but not nothing. Bergson calls attenInstead, the life-drive is like an eternally tion to the "bodiliness" of laughter in criticizing
The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism 62:4 Fall 2004
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the so-called incongruity theory of laughter, ments o
which locates the inducement to laughter in "a dogs, a
surprising disproportion between that which ther, we
one expects and that which one sees."5 Kant's ments w

and Scho penhauer's theories may serve as we need
examples. According to Kant, laughter arises and to weave our way to our destination. If we
out of "the sudden transformation of a strained do not have the "elasticity of body and mind" to
expectation into nothing," or, in other words, its do what it takes-if, instead of bobbing and
reduction to absurdity (his italics). To explain weaving, we can only amble stiffly along,
the bodily expression of laughter, he postulates bumping into every urinating dog or flapping,
a parallelism between body and mind: as he diving bird that strays into our path; if, seeing
sees it, the body's convulsions reflect its sym- no way to extract ourselves from the flow, we
pathy with the mind's jostling.7 According to make it our habit to stop in the middle of the
Schopenhauer: "Laughter originates in every sidewalk and to stand still, perhaps to read the
instance from nothing other than the suddenly newspaper until the crowd diminishes, or sudperceived incongruity between a concept and denly to make a wild leap for it when we sense a
the real objects that had been thought through hole-we risk making a comic spectacle of
it... and is itself only the expression of this ourselves. Schoolchildren will come to watch
incongruity," a reflex reaction to "mental us, adults will talk about us at dinner parties, we
stimuli."8 Against such thinkers, Bergson puts will become figures of fun. But our spectators,
the question, "Why should it be that the percep- too, will need to be vigilant. Bergson further
tion of this particular logical relation [of observes that it is not enough, in society, just to
incongruity] contracts, dilates, and shakes us, live, to satisfy the essential, say, to make it
while [all other such relations] leave our body without incident to our destination and through
indifferent?" (R 6/L 12). He makes a similar our day. Society also demands that its partiremark in his book's appendix, included as of cipants live well, display suppleness rather than
1924: "I do not see ... why 'disharmony,' as stiffness, be flexible rather than mechanical,
disharmony, should provoke from its witnesses quick rather than dull. Here schoolchildren and
a specific manifestation such as laugher, while adults at dinner parties find themselves at risk.
so many other properties, qualities, or flaws The mispronounced word, missed allusion,
leave the spectator's facial muscles unmoved" misunderstood joke, abnormality, eccentricity

(R 157).9 The incongruity theory also suffers obliviousness to what is a' la mode or d

from the obvious problem that we do not laugh rigueur, all the rage or "gotta have"-these too

at all occasions of incongruity. 10 can be fatal, if comic, flaws.
Still, Bergson does not turn to a study of the On this interpretation, the bodily expres

bodily expression as bodily expression. Instead, of laughter is essentially punitive: it is a punis
he immediately looks away from the body. "In ment that society inflicts on persons exhibitin

order to understand laughter," Bergson writes, behavior that offends society's sense of r

"we must return it to its natural milieu, which is tude, that gives evidence of stiffness of body
society; we must, before all else, determine the mind where there should be vigilance, elastici
function for which it is used, which is a social or ilan. Here, Bergson's metaphysics enters the

function. Such will be ... the guiding idea of all picture. To use several of Bergson's bett
our investigations" (R 6/L 13). known formulations, we laugh at "automatism
According to Bergson, what makes some- installed within life and imitating life" (R 25/L

thing laughable, at bottom, is that it is somehow 34), at the "mechanical encrusted upon the
offensive in relation to social norms and ideals. living" (R 29/L 39), and at the "sudden transLife in society, Bergson observes, demands "of figuration of a person into a thing" (R 44/L 56).

each of us a constant attention and wake- We laugh, in short, at incongruities, but not just
fulness," "an elasticity of body and mind" to any incongruities, which for Bergson is the
discern and perform whatever the present decisive point. We do not laugh at just any
demands (R 14/L 22). Walking down the street, incongruity or disproportion, but at a quality
for example, we need to be aware of the move- "that this disproportion can in some instances
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disclose," namely, life sending up itself in the This description of laughter seems, however,

guise of the mechanical (R 65/L 81). In an oft- somewhat fantastical. Also, does it not apply

quoted criticism of Bergson's theory, Arthur just as well to crying?)
Koestler writes: "If 'we laugh each time a In making this argument, Bergson appropriperson gives us the impression of being a thing' ates the so-called superiority theory of laughter,

there would be nothing more funny than a classically formulated by Hobbes and retrieved

corpse."'1 This criticism misses the point. Its by Baudelaire, perhaps by way of Stendha
simple rebuttal is that a corpse is not laughable According to Hobbes:

since it is only a corpse and no longer a living
person. By contrast, a person who somehow the passion of laughter is nothing else but sudden
acts like a corpse-a person who is somehow glory arising from some sudden conception of some
"dead" to the world-may be laughable since eminency in ourselves, by comparison with the infirm-

he or she gives the appearance of being at once ity of others, or with our own formerly: for men laugh
living and dead. at the follies of themselves past, when they come

Now, such behavior is not threatening to life suddenly to remembrance, except that bring with

or limb, but it nonetheless calls for correction them any present dishonor.15
inasmuch as it interferes with society's func-

tioning as efficiently and aesthetically as it can. According to Baudelaire, laughter at the
Violent action to repress this behavior, which comic-first and foremost, the spectacle of "a
Bergson notes is "at most a gesture" of disobe- man falling on the ice"-is based on an "uncondience and often an all-too-human, unwilled scious pride" and a need to assert our superior-

gesture at that, would be disproportionate to the ity over the objects of our laughter. It is worth
threat that this behavior presents (R 15/L 23). remarking, however, that Baudelaire's interest
Instead, the appropriate reaction would be a in laughter is as much theological as philosophgesture in turn, which, according to Bergson, is ical. "In the eyes of Him who knows all and can

just what the bodily expression of laughter is: "a do all," the Incarnate Word, Baudelaire writes

species of social gesture" that "by the fear it toward the beginning of his essay, "the comic
inspires" at once "represses eccentricities" and does not exist." An omniscient and omnipotent

redeems its violators from the darkness into creature would not have a need to assert its

which they had fallen or brings the lost back superiority and would thus be free of any urge
into the fold. As Helmuth Plessner summarizes to laugh. In making this argument, Baudelaire
Bergson's argument: "In laughter, the presence positions himself on the side of the "orthodox"
of society in us, the social instinct, calls atten- in the longstanding controversy over whether
tion to a danger to which man is exposed Jesus laughed. As the historian Daniel Menager

through his physical existence. Yet while laugh- recounts, the primary argument in the Renaister punishes, at the same time it heals the wound sance against Jesus having laughed was that
which it inflicts on him: it brings him back to laughter was contrary to his dignity. Some

life."192 (It should be noted, by the way, that authors, however, ventured to argue that "Ch
Bergson never explains why he thinks that did not laugh because he was the perfect
laughter, rather than crying or whatever else, is wisdom and the perfect prudence" and as such

just the right "gesture" here. F. C. T. Moore incapable of breaking out into cachinnations.
proposes, on Bergson's behalf, that "laughter Noting the danger of this argument, yet others
itself," like the behavior that laughter purport- rallied to the formerly "unorthodox" side. For
edly seeks to correct, "is a systematic parody of does not denying Jesus even the capacity to
our ordinary functioning" and thus fitting to the laugh call into question his full humanity and so
occasion. In the bodily expression of laughter, the dogma of the Incarnation? Baudelaire seems

"[w]hat is ordinarily 'mechanical,"' the involun- to be working toward such a denial, at the same
tary action of the diaphragm in expulsing time as he ties laughter to "the accident of an
air from the lungs, "tries to become like what ancient fall" from grace and interprets it as a
is purposive, and what is ordinarily purposive," symbol of humanity's depravity. Not wasting
the production of sound through the vocal chords, any words, "[l]aughter," Baudelaire affirms, "is

"tries to become like what is mechanical."13 satanic, and it is thus profoundly human." In
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Baudelaire's hands, humanity is at once cast (The "or" in the question: Are we laughing with
into the dark and deprived of the possibility of him against the hated Hobbists, or at the notion

Christian salvation. For the injunction to imita- of taking in pet "Snails, and Oysters... "? is

tio Christi becomes senseless: in a distinctive if not exclusive but inclusive.) The superiority
not essential way, Christ is no longer like us.16 theorist need not deny this fact; but the superThe problem with the superiority theory is iority theory does not account for it. The upshot
obviously what to do with examples of laughter is that this theory needs supplementing if it is
that do not seem to express superiority. John not to be laughed into irrelevance.
Morreall cites laughter at puns and at other Bergson answers this need by coupling the
forms of verbal humor, such as "use of a triple superiority theory with the incongruity theory.
rhyme or of excessive alliteration," and laughter According to Bergson, we laugh not just at any
at our very own selves as we presently are, incongruity, and not just at any "conception of
laughter that flows from the joy of self-recogni- some eminency in ourselves," but when we see

tion, even if it is of our limitations.17 Francis an incongruity that, as we see things, needs

Hutcheson asks why Hobbes does not distin- bettering. Or so Bergson would have us believe.
guish between joyful laughter and derisive In laughter, Bergson writes, we find "an unalaughter, where the laughter of ridicule "is but vowed intention to humiliate" and an "unconone particular Species" of the genus. Hutcheson scious arriere-pense'e to correct and to instruct"
also gives a good example of ridicule at work. (R 104, 130-131/L 123, 153). How do we find
"It is a great pity," he writes: these facts? Apparently not by introspection, since
they are "unavowed" and "unconscious." The
that we had not an Infirmary or Lazar-house to retire answer is: by subscribing to several presuppo
to in cloudy Weather, to get an Afternoon of Laugh- tions articulated toward the beginning of h
ter at these inferior Objects: Strange that none of our book.

Hobbists banish all Canary Birds and Squirrels, and
Lap-Dogs, and Puggs, and Cats out of their Houses,

and substitute in their Places Asses, and Owls, and II. THE CONDITIONS OF THE COMIC
Snails, and Oysters to be merry upon. From these

they might have higher Joys of Superiority, than from Three "observations"-in Bergson' s words,

those with whom we now please ourselves.18 "three observations that we hold for fundamen
tal"-structure his theory. (By 'observations,'
Although Hutcheson clearly intends to be understand not only something noted, but somecritical of the superiority theory, his ridicule of thing that must be remembered and respected as
it might be taken, ironically, to work in this the- we proceed: "observed" somewhat as a custom
ory's favor. For does he not invite us to laugh or rite is observed.) As Bergson writes, these
derisively? He certainly seems to fancy himself observations "bear less on the comic itself than
superior to the superiority theory's defenders. on the place where we must look for it" (R 2/L 8),
Yet, if we consider his joke more closely, it will laughter's "natural milieu" (R 6/L 13).
be seen to reveal the superiority theory's limita- Bergson's first observation is that only "what

tions. If his joke makes us laugh, are we laugh- is properly human" is comic: that the human
ing with him against the hated Hobbists, or at being is not only the only animal who can
the notion of taking in pet "Snails, and Oysters laugh, but the only animal who is genuinely
to be merry upon"? It is not a given that laughable (R 2-3/L 9; his italics). "A landwe need be laughing with Hutcheson against scape," Bergson writes, "might be beautiful,

the hated Hobbists: perhaps we like Hobbists graceful, sublime, unremarkable, or ugly; it will
or belong to the ranks ourselves, but find never be laughable." We might, it is true, laugh
Hutcheson's joke just irresistible. Yet, even if it at an inanimate object, or a plant, or all the more
is correct that we are laughing with Hutcheson at an animal, but we do so, according to Bergson,
against the hated Hobbists (and not just out of only by reason of some resemblance to human
joy or titillation, but at the joke itself), we are beings that we find in it-some resemblance to
surely also laughing at the notion of taking in human willfulness, attitudes, or expressions.
pet "Snails, and Oysters to be merry upon." We laugh, say, at the baseball cap's apparent
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devilishness in escaping our grasp every time erally laugh most amply and heartily in a circle
that we lunge for it; at the oak's apparent solici- of friends. The initial tentativeness of this

tude for its sapling; at the dog's apparent stimu- observation, however, is quickly suppressed.
lation at a topic of intellectual conversation that The question that we have to consider now is

we address to it. But we are not really laughing the status of these observations. "It seems that
at the baseball cap's devilishness, the oak's the comic is born," Bergson writes, "when men,
solicitude for its sapling, the dog's stimula- united in groups, direct their attention upon one
tion-we are laughing at the appearances that among them, quieting their feelings and exercisthey give of being human. According to ing their intelligence alone" (R 6/L 13). In other
Bergson, "if some other animal, or an inanimate words, according to Bergson, these observaobject," brings us to laugh, "it is by a resemb- tions articulate necessary conditions for finding

lance with man, by the mark that man gives it things comic. The comic comes into being
[i.e., its form rather than matter], or by the use when the conditions articulated in Observation
that man makes of it." Laughter may break out 3 ("when men, united in groups"), 1 ("direct
at what is not human, but must always lead us their attention upon one among them"), and 2
back to what is. ("quieting their feelings and exercising their
Bergson's second observation is that laughter intelligence alone") are satisfied. My critique

is not an emotional, but an intellectual, gesture; will respect this order, which Bergson seems
it arises not from the heart, but from the mind. to regards as somehow organic: first comes
To burst forth, it requires a moment of "insensi- society, then comes a challenge to society,
bility," what he memorably calls "a momentary finally comes its defense. (Admittedly, why
anesthesia of the heart" (R 3-4/L 9-11). Now, Bergson did not present his observations in this

Bergson does not deny that we can laugh at a order is perplexing.)
person who moves us to pity or to affection.
The point is just that, in order to see a person as

laughable, we must detach ourselves from our III. BERGSON'S "OBSERVATIONS" PURSUED
feelings for how he or she must be feeling and

take up the position of spectators at a perform- Let us return, then, to Bergson's observation
ance. Let us put ourselves again in the role of that "our laughter is always the laughter of a
the hapless pedestrian. If a schoolchild were to group." What is his evidence? Here it is useful
feel for us in the moment of our distress, he to turn to the contemporary research scientist
could not laugh, but would be made indignant Robert R. Provine, who praises Bergson for the
by all such laughter. He would not see what is "significant insight that all laughter is inherso funny in a dog' s urinating on us. To see us as ently social," but criticizes him for his "depend-

laughable requires at once emotional disinterest ence on anecdotal evidence."20 Provine prefaces
and a species of intellectual interest. We must his findings with a discourse: "I began," he tells
interest him, not in our singularity, but in what us, "with the assumption that the best way to
we represent, a comical deviation from the obtain laughter for study was to invite individnorm. uals or small groups of two or three people into

Finally, Bergson's third observation is that my laboratory." But it turned out-surely not

"our laughter is always the laughter of a group," surprisingly-that this method was a failure:
or, in other words, that all laughter is laughing once in the laboratory, his would-be laughers

with-not with the butt of our ridicule, but with would not laugh at all. Thus chastened, he and
others who share our way of looking at the three undergraduate assistants "set forth on an
world, what we commonly call our sense of urban safari to study humans in their natural
humor (R 4-5/L 11-12). Like Augustine in his habitat of shopping malls, city sidewalks, and
Confessions, Bergson observes that we are not the university student union," recording over

much given to laughing by ourselves: as a rule, the course of a year "1,200 laugh episodes. "21
a feeling of isolation slackens our enjoyment of Among the discoveries Provine claims to

the comic.19 "It seems," he writes, "that laugh- have made is that "laughter, like speech, i
ter needs an echo," or at least is amplified by signal that we seldom send unless there is an

one, which is supported by the fact that we gen- audience.... Indeed, laughter is the quin
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human social signal. Laughter is about relation- us laugh more heartily and amply, often cultiships."22 To confirm as much, he also conducted vates our laughter; but it is unwarranted to conan experiment involving "72 undergraduate dude from this fact that laughter is inherently or
student volunteers from [his] classes," who essentially social in the sense that other persons
wrote down when they laughed "and its social must be somehow physically present for us to
circumstance in small, pocket-sized note- laugh. "Other things being equal, whether at a
books." "The sociality of laughing," Provine cocktail party or the cinema, a large crowd
writes, "was striking": "My logbook keepers laughs more than a small one," Provine writes
laughed about 30 times more when they were in his appendix entitled "Ten Tips for Increasaround others than when they were alone- ing Laughter." "The social multiplier effect
laughter almost disappeared among solitary ['the more the merrier'] brihtens even the
subjects not exposed to media stimulation."23 mood of customers at malls."25 However, not
Now, without denying that Provine's research all crowds are equal. To begin with, a very big
has much to teach us, the question that I want funeral is not necessarily a very cheery funeral.
to pose here is whether his interpretation of it We might also wonder whether the incidence of
is valid. Provine takes his two studies, of laughter in social settings like parties tells us
"anonymous laughing people in public places" more about the types of discourse possible or
and of "72 undergraduate student volunteers," likely in such settings than it does about laughto support the conclusion that a "social setting ter. Finally, it is important to note, again with
[is] essential for laughter." But there is a rather Augustine, that though we are not much given
obvious problem with each of Provine's sam- to laughing by ourselves, "nevertheless, laughples. Note first that Provine goes from studying ter sometimes overcomes human beings even
"isolated people being scrutinized in a labora- when they are solitary and single, when no one
tory setting," with all of its inherent problems, else is present, if something extremely ridicuto studying "people in public places" (emphasis lous is presented either to the senses or to the
added), places like malls, "the venue of much of soul" (emphasis added).26 Does Augustine not
[his] research."24 But social interaction of one speak for experience here? By contrast, Proor another kind is the rule in such places, and it vine's silencing of laughter "among solitary
is my own experience that they present little subjects" seems to serve another master: not
opportunity for solitary reverie. Is it any won- experience, but a conviction that the facts must
der, then, that the laughter of people in such a be consistent with a Darwinistic picture of the
setting-an essentially social setting-seems to world, according to which behaviors must have
be essentially social? Let us move on to the some social utility. As Marcel Gutwirth
study involving the undergraduates. Again it is remarks, this thesis has lately become a dogma
my own experience, and I have it on the word of in some circles.27
more than a few undergraduates, that under- As we have seen, it is likewise axiomatic for
graduates do not tend to be the most solitary of Bergson that laughter must have a "social funccreatures and also do not always spend all that tion"; such is his "guiding idea." I think that we
much time, at least initially, thinking by them- can now conclude that this idea leads him
selves, which it seems reasonable to consider a astray. Doubtless Provine is right that the surest
condition for laughing by themselves. What, way to laugh is to go out with a number of
then, do we learn from Provine's study? To put friends. Doubtless Bergson is right that laughter
a point on it, do we learn anything essential that does not find an echo often does not sound
about laughter, or do we learn, instead, some- again. Otherwise we risk stigmatizing ourselves
thing about undergraduates? as eccentric in one or another sense: as not from
It would be wrongheaded to deny that we here, or as an eccentric, worthy of laughter ourlaugh more heartily and amply in a circle of selves. But it does not follow from the fact that
friends. The fact is that we generally do-a fact, socializing is the best way to make ourselves
I would think, that each and every person may laugh that "our laughter is always the laughter
confirm for himself or herself and that a study of a group."
such as Provine's second supports. Being with Admittedly, Bergson's exposition of this
others, it is true, often has the effect of making "observation" is in fact ambiguous; I have
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presented and criticized only the most straight- find these and like animals comic or laughable,

forward reading of the text. The ambiguity but why?
derives from Bergson's remark that "laughter A brief digression suggests an answer. The

implies an arriere-pensee of agreement, or I am art of the caricaturist, as Bergson vividly
tempted to say complicity, with other laughers, describes it, is to divine, "under the superficial
real or imaginary" (R 5/L 12; emphasis added). harmonies of form, the profound revolts of
By "real," Bergson apparently means present at matter" and to present its subject as himself or
hand; but by "imaginary"? What is the imagin- herself subject to tics or tendencies that will not
ary presence that he has in mind? Surely we be mastered, bodily deformations that seem to
need not imagine laughing with Jack or Jill in express the soul precisely by encumbering and
all her finery; they need not be present in mind twisting it (R 20/L 29). As such, these tics or
for us to laugh. Bergson seems to have in mind tendencies-the locked jaw, the upturned nose,
what he earlier calls "the social, collective, the roving eye-violate the norms of vitality
popular imagination"; but we need to know that the subject in question nevertheless obeys
much more about it than he tells us, which is as a living thing. They give the subject the
next to nothing. The psychologist Daniel N. appearance of not being at home in what is,

Stem's concept of what he calls an "evoked after all, his or her own body. The subject
companion" opens another avenue of interpreta- appears as an embodied contradiction, at once
tion. On his theory, an evoked companion living and somehow dead-and the appearance
serves an infant as a self-regulating other: an of this contradiction may lead us to laugh. The
other who regulates the infant's own experi- art of the caricaturist, as Bergson also writes,

ence. Yet this companion need not be either has accordingly "something diabolic" to it. Its
present at hand or present in mind to have this purpose is to make us laugh at the condition of
effect. Instead, the experience of "being with, or our fellow human beings, fallen, like the fallen
in the presence of, a self-regulating other may angels of mythology, into the indignities of the
occur in or out of awareness." According to flesh.29
Stem, "because of memory, we are rarely alone, Yet the art of the caricaturist is only diabolic;
even (perhaps especially) during the first half- it is not divine. In other words, it does not create
year of life."28 Could this theory be brought to norms, but fixes on and fascinates us with violabear on Bergson's? Something like it seems to tions of norms. It exploits such violations, and
be just what is needed. in this exploitation lies its secret. By concentratBergson's first observation, namely, that only ing on the caricaturist's typical subject matter,

"what is properly human" is comic or laugh- namely, persons, Bergson loses sight of what
able, can likewise be criticized from within. As really matters to the caricaturist's art, namely,
Plessner observes in his own critique of Bergson norms. That these norms need not be moral or

on this point, the defense provides the most immoral, need not have the least to do with
penetrating criticism of its own position (LW morality, is evident enough: the caricaturist's
295/LC 84). It is conceded that we may laugh at field is the whole of behavior, from walking to
an inanimate object, or a plant, or an animal- talking, wherever norms apply. But what is

but only by reason of some resemblance to sometimes overlooked-and what Bergson
human beings. The examples of a baseball cap' s again overlooks-is that norms apply to all

apparent devilishness, an oak's apparent solici- behavior, human and animal. Animals too

tude, or a dog's apparent stimulation appear to behave, and they do so, as Plessner writes, "in
support this qualification; the examples, say, of the light of norms," "gracefully or clumsily,
a lumbering hippopotamus (Plessner's example), impetuously or sluggishly, aggressively or hesi-

a dog leaping at its own shadow, or a miniature tantly" (LW 296/LC 85).
horse, full grown at two-feet tall, do not. (Imagine The upshot of these observations is to topple
such a thing galloping across a field.) As Plessner Bergson's (and Provine's) anthropocentrism.
writes: "Here there is no longer a question of It may be argued that some standards apply

anything human, but these creatures themselves only to human beings and have been derived
appear as caricatures of animals," as parodies of exclusively from human beings. But others, say

themselves (LW 296/LC 85). We sometimes of gracefulness, swiftness, or aggressiveness,
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to use Plessner's examples, or intelligence, to then, that laughter also need not be corrective.

supply another, have no such exclusive deriva- To be sure, it might be claimed that our laughter
tion and apply not only to human behavior, but at an animal represents a desire that it behave
to that of the lumbering hippopotamus, leaping properly; but it is difficult to imagine anybody
dog, and galloping two-foot horse as well. In arguing this position other than for laughs.
defense of Bergson's observation, Provine Imagine someone expatiating, tongue in cheek,
proposes what he calls "the fruit test."30 After on the argument that our laughter at animals is
ticking off several pieces of fruit-"the firm in fact corrective. (Take my two-foot horse.) As
roundness of a grape, the plump purple majesty the argument builds, its rhetoric becoming ever

of an eggplant, or the blood red juice of a sweeter and grander-is purely joyful laughter
pomegranate"-Provine concludes: "Although really so difficult to imagine? Likewise we
you can do funny things with a fruit [take 'the might ask whether a comic effect must always
lowly banana peel'], by itself, fruit just isn't be mechanical or, more generally, whether the
funny. For something to be funny it must be comic must always give evidence of a conflict
associated with the actions of people, not between "matter" and "life." Do we laugh, for
objects." Once again, however, Provine's example, at a two-foot horse because it reminds
argument does not prove what he thinks it us of a machine? Picture a number of these

proves: "the fruit test" does not establish the horses racing against one another at a Triple
claim that "something" can be funny only if it Crown-like event. Imagine the pride of the
is "associated with the actions of people," but winning horse's owner as he bends over to con-

only that fruit and the like (vegetables?) appar- gratulate the horse's radically diminutive jockey.
ently must be so associated. Yet even this con- Bergson's focus on the mechanical appears too
clusion is questionable. In Woody Allen's narrow to capture the comic in these images.
Sleeper (1973/2173), several enormously over- However, this limitation is no reason to discard
sized bananas, strawberries, and celery sticks, Bergson's theory altogether; its lens can be
among other remarkable things, make comical widened. As Plessner observes, drawing from
appearances. Bergson, the comic presents an ambivalence.

The important point is that, in behavior, the Something appears as living, yet mechanical;

animal presents itself as "more or less in har- animal, yet human-somehow in violation of a
mony with its body or in opposition to it" (LW norm that it nevertheless obeys. (Simple viola297/LC 85). The animal's appearance conse- tion of a norm is offensive or criminal, not
quently may lead us to laugh at it for the same comic.)
reason that we laugh at a human being: not by Once more, however, it ought to be acknowreason of resemblance to human beings, but on ledged that Bergson's exposition is ambiguous
the basis of "a conflict between an idea or norm and that I have presented and criticized only the

which we apply to the appearance" and what most straightforward reading of the text. Here
actually appears (LW 297/LC 86). In other the ambiguity turns on Bergson's proposition:
words, animal behavior may appear comic to us "There is nothing comic outside of what is
in the light of the ideas we have of normal four- properly human" (R 2/L 9). More precisely, the
legged locomotion, of how a creature ought to question is how to interpret the first of the two

comport itself toward its shadow, or of how a copulas: "There is nothing comic," which transreal horse runs. As in the art of the caricaturist, lates the French, "11 n'y a pas de comique." In
the behavior in question "offends against a brief, what does it mean to be comic? To
norm which it nevertheless obviously obeys" explain by way of an example, I once saw a
(LW 297/LC 86). We laugh by reason of how madly squawking duck somehow flying and
the subject in question appears: in contradiction swimming at once and at breakneck speed,

with itself. flaunting all the rules of being a nice, peaceful
Bergson's first observation thereby falls like duck. It struck me as unspeakably comic-the
his third. It turns out that laughter need not be words 'absurd' and 'ridiculous' also seem
with other human beings and that it need not be appropriate here-and led me to break out
at other human beings, or even at something laughing. Why this impression? Here again
that resembles us. It seems more than likely, Plessner is helpful. The zoologist who knows
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her ducks would answer: because I do not know the world. Yet this thesis raises a problem: Why
mine. But, as Plessner writes: "The zoologist should a person in the position of a spectator
tries in vain to enlighten us on this point" (LW laugh rather than simply look? Bergson's
297/LC 86). A madly squawking duck flying/ answer is: to correct and to instruct. But this
swimming at breakneck speed is not really answer, as we have seen, is vulnerable to countcomic, absurd, or ridiculous, for evidently less counterexamples.
ducks now and again do such things.3' A duck It also ignores how we ordinarily talk about
cannot really be comic, since a duck can only our relation to the comic. We say that it is "too
be a duck. A duck cannot be other than it is. much" or that we "can't handle it" or "can't

"Our common sense," as Plessner puts it, "must take it"-often in a wheezing, barely articulate
convince us of the expediency and necessity of voice. At its most powerful, the comic leaves us
[the] behavior and appearance" in question. disarmed and speechless. It leaves us disorganAccordingly, talk of absurdity when it comes to ized in the root sense of the word, namely,
ducks and other animals is somehow infelici- deprived of the tools with which we normally
tous, to use J. L. Austin's term, it somehow come to terms with the world. It leads us to
does not come off. It is not so much true or false "lose it," where the referent is our control over
as inappropriate, what he calls "a peculiar form our bodies. Whence this power? As Plessner

of nonsense."32 Nevertheless, "[wihat is not observes: "Unanswerableness, coupled with the
really comic can really appear so," even despite lack of an immediate threat to our existence, is
our better judgment (LW 298/LC 86). A madly the necessary but not yet sufficient condition
squawking duck cannot really be comic; but it that a situation must fulfill in order to provoke
can really appear comic-and this appearance laughter" (LW 328/LC 111). The situation must
can be enough to make us laugh. Relevant to also exercise constraint on us by means of an
Bergson, the significance of these reflections is "illusion of seriousness" (LW 363/LC 141).
that it appears that only human beings can be That is, it must appear to respond to our expeccomic in a strict sense. Why? Only human tations even while thwarting us.33 So doing, it
beings, as beings capable of responsibility and "holds us fast and at the same time deprives us
control, can be prescribed, expected to meet, of every possibility of fastening onto it" (LW
and genuinely violate norms. 328/LC 112). In a word, it enthralls us. We do
Finally, we have to consider Bergson's not know what to do with it. To be sure, we can
second observation, namely, that laughter is not keep trying, or try to brush it aside; but some-

an emotional but intellectual gesture. As Bergson times we cannot help ourselves. Instead, all
rightly notes, to see a situation as comic, our that we can do is to laugh-paradoxically,
position toward it makes all the difference. dispose of the appearance by losing control of
Bergson characterizes this position both nega- ourselves.
tively and positively: he says what it cannot be As Plessner sees it: "The reason why laughter
and how it must be. To see a situation as comic, reveals itself here in its purest and freest form
Bergson claims, we cannot be emotionally doubtless lies" in the laugher's "distance" from
absorbed in it (the negative claim), but must the occasion of her laughter (LW 329/LC
stand back from it as spectators to a perform- 112-113). Vis-a'-vis things comic, we enjoy a
ance (the positive claim). The negative claim liberty to let our laughter ring out. "In play, by
makes good sense. If we were really, thoroughly contrast, or again in embarrassment, to say
emotionally absorbed in a situation, we could nothing of situations of titillation or despair, the
not but take it seriously-see it through from preoccupation and participation of the whole
beginning to end-and would see nothing man prevails too strongly for him to be able to
comic in it. The positive claim also makes a laugh from a full heart and without restraint"
measure of sense. Given the negative claim that (LW 330/LC 113). Circumstances prevent us
we cannot be emotionally absorbed in a situ- from letting ourselves go. Plessner agrees, then,
ation in order to see it as comic, the positive with Bergson that laughter at the comic is prediclaim that we must have distance from it cated on distance. Yet, according to Plessner,
appears to follow. For Bergson, laughter is this distance is necessary only for laughter's full
predicated on and resounds across a distance to development. To reiterate, for laughter to burst
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This proposition
is in fact ambiguous.
forth, the situation must risibile.
initially
exercise
some It
constraint on us as well.
has historically been interpreted to mean that

IV. L'HOMME RISIBLE

Lest the foregoing criticisms appear ungrateful
toward Bergson-to whom the history of philosophy has been unkind since his glory days in
the early decades of the twentieth century-it is

only man has the capacity to laugh,34 "but it
may mean as well ... that man is the only laughable animal," that is, the only animal genuinely
warranting laughter.35 It is a delicate point. To
be sure, we may laugh at other animals, and not
only because they resemble us. The way that an
animal behaves may really appear comic or
ridiculous to us. Once we study that animal fur-

worth observing that they may be reconfigured, ther, however, we will realize that it is not really
at least in part, as a reinterpretation rather than a comic or ridiculous, but that it is just behaving
refutation. According to Bergson's third obser-

vation, laughter at the comic is always the
laughter of a group. According to his first
observation, only what is human is comic.
following Plessner, I have argued that neither
being in a group nor resemblance to human

beings is essential to the comic. Instead, my

as it naturally does. Human beings, by contrast,

have no such excuse. We cannot be simply
natural. It is our nature to have to live artificially
Now,in the light of social norms. If we appear laughable in this regard, we really are. Ironically, our
"laughableness" attests to our dignity in the
animal world.36

account has concentrated on norms. Concentrat-

ing on norms suggests new directions for
both these observations. A norm need not be

acknowledged by all peoples in order to be a
norm, and we may individually prescribe ourselves norms in the sense of holding ourselves
to standards. Also, we may say that a person is
not being his or her normal self, by which we
mean that the person is less cheerful or lugubrious or whatever else than most days. But it
makes no sense to say that what is normal is
always and everywhere relative to each person.
If norms of behavior varied in this way, they
would not be norms. Talk of norms is based on
a common sense of what is normal and what is
not. It follows that, if laughter at the comic
implicates norms, it implicates others-the
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